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ABSTRACT
We consider committee scoring rules (a family of multiwinner voting rules) and define a class of cooperative games
based on elections held according to these rules. We show
that there is a polynomial-time algorithm for computing the
Banzhaf value for a large subclass of these games and we
show, using this Banzhaf value, an appealing heuristic algorithm for computing winning committees. We evaluate this
algorithm experimentally for the case of the ChamberlinCourant voting rule.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The goal of a multiwinner election is to choose a subset
(a committee) of presented items (candidates) based on the
preferences of a group of agents (the voters). Committee
elections are a natural model for various tasks [12], ranging from shortlisting [4], through numerous business applications [13, 19, 20, 27], to tasks involving proportional representation, such as parliamentary elections [1, 6].
In consequence, there is a great number of very diverse
multiwinner voting rules, based on many different principles. For example, Kilgour [18] discusses various approvalbased rules (see also the work of Aziz et al. [2] for a more
computational persective), Gehrlein [16] and Ratliff [25] discuss elections in the ordinal model that are based on the
Condorcet principle1 , and many rules can be seen as ex1
In single-winner voting, a candidate is a Condorcet winner
if he or she is preferred to every other candidate by a majority of the voters (albeit, possibly a different majority in
each case).
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tensions of single-winner scoring rules (e.g., the Bloc rule,
the k-Borda rule [9], or the Chamberlin–Courant [8] and
Monroe [22] rules). Elkind et al. [12] recently provided the
formalism of committee scoring rules that captures many of
the rules from this last group.
In this paper, we focus on the family of committee scoring
rules (with a particular focus on decomposable committee
scoring rules rules [13] in the theoretical part of the paper,
and on the Chamberlin–Courant rule2 , in the experimental
part). We show that committee scoring rules can be used
to define a class of cooperative games, consider the Banzhaf
value of this game, and show that it leads to improved approximation algorithms for our rules.
Committee Scoring Rules.
We consider elections where
the voters express preferences over the candidates by ranking them from the most to the least desired ones (we refer to
such preference orders as votes), and where the goal is to select a group of candidates, i.e., a committee, of a given size k.
A single-winner scoring function associates each position in
a preference order with a score. For example, the Borda
scoring function for m candidates, βm , associates value m−i
with position i (so the top ranked candidate has Borda score
m − 1, the next one m − 2, and so on). A committee scoring
function associates a position of a committee in a preference order (i.e., a sequence of the positions of the committee
members, sorted in the increasing order) with a numerical
score, and the score of a committee in an election is the
sum of the scores it receives from all the voters. For example, the k-Borda rule uses the committee scoring function
that sums up the Borda scores of the committee members
(within a vote), whereas the Chamberlin–Courant rule uses
a scoring function under which the score of a committee (in
a given vote) is the Borda score of the top-ranked committee member (referred to as the representative of this voter
in the committee). In consequence, the k-Borda rule tends
to select very similar candidates, whereas the Chamberlin–
Courant rule tries to select a very diverse committee [11].
Cooperative Games for Committee Scoring Rules.
Multiwinner elections and committee scoring rules define a certain
natural class of cooperative games. Let us consider an election E (with candidate set C and voter collection V ) and
some committee scoring rule Rf with underlying committee
2

Naturally, we intend to extend these results, but for the
current—preliminary report of our work—in the experimental evaluation we limit ourselves to this rule only.

scoring function f (see the preliminaries for exact formal
definitions).
We define a cooperative game G(E, Rf ), where the candidates are the players and the value of a coalition S is the
score assigned by f to committee S. Given such a game,
we can use the full set of tools developed within cooperative game theory to analyze properties of the underlying
election; here, in particular, we consider the Banzhaf values of the candidates, where the Banzhaf value of a player
i in a cooperative game is its average marginal contribution
to the value of a coalition, where the coalitions are chosen
uniformly at random from the set of all possible coalitions
that do not include i. Intuitively, the Banzhaf value of a
candidate (a player) in our game measures the importance
of this candidate. There are, however, two issues to resolve.
First, the definition of Banzhaf value requires us to consider
all coalitions, while in committee elections the size of the
committee is usually constrained. Second, we may already
know some committee members (see below) and the definition of the Banzhaf value does not account for this. Thus,
we consider a variant of the Banzhaf value where we measure
the average marginal contribution of a player to a randomly
chosen coalition that (a) contains some given preselected
players, and (b) is of a required size.
We show that our generalized variant of the Banzhaf
value is polynomial-time computable for a large class
of committee scoring rules (including the Chamberlin–
Courant rule, but also several more involved rules).

Application of the Banzhaf Value.
Unfortunately, many
committee scoring rules are NP-hard to compute [5, 19, 24,
27]. One way to deal with this problem is to use approximation algorithms, the first of which was proposed by Lu
and Boutilier [19] for the case of the Chamberlin–Courant
rule. This algorithm, which is a natural incarnation of the
celebrated greedy approximation algorithm for maximizing
submodular functions of Nemhauser et al. [23], achieves approximation ratio of (1 − 1e ). Indeed, the algorithm was
shown to be applicable to a very large subclass of committee scoring rules [13] (and to date it is the only general algorithm that applies to a wide class of committee scoring rules
and provides guarantees regarding the output quality).
The greedy algorithm proceeds as follows. We start with
an empty committee and in a sequence of k iterations (where
k is the number of candidates that we want to select) we keep
adding to the committee those candidates that increase its
score by the largest value. While this algorithm seems to be
achieving very good results in practice (see the works of Lu
and Boutilier [19] and Skowron et al. [28] for some experimental results), it also has some drawbacks. For example,
if it is used to select an approximate Chamberlin–Courant
committee, then in the first iteration it always selects the
candidate with the highest individual Borda score (i.e., the
so-called Borda winner), even though in many cases this
candidate does not belong to the optimal committee. While
it is clear that an approximation algorithm does not always
choose the optimal committee, always selecting the Borda
winner creates a huge systematic bias against some candidates that might otherwise be selected (this effect is illustrated in the full version of the work of Elkind et al. [11]).
This bias is a strong argument against using the algorithm.

We modify the greedy algorithm so that instead of
choosing the candidate that increases the score of the
committee the most, it chooses the candidate with the
highest Banzhaf value (for a given committee size and
the candidates already selected in previous iterations).
We evaluate our algorithm experimentally for the case
of the Chamberlin–Courant rule. In our experiments, the
Banzhaf-based algorithm essentially always outperforms the
original greedy algorithm, and often outperforms the algorithm of Skowron et al. [28] that underlies their polynomialtime approximation scheme (PTAS) for the Chamberlin–
Courant rule (we use a variant of the algorithm improved
by Elkind et al. [11]; see the full version of their paper).
Our approach is partially inspired by the line of work regarding the use of the Shapley value to extend centrality
notions for networks (see the work of Michalak et al. [21] as
a representative paper). We also model our problem (finding
a good, approximate committee) using the language of cooperative game theory and use its tools to obtain improved
results.
Organization of the Paper.
In Section 2, we provide necessary background regarding elections, committee scoring
rules, and cooperative games. Then, in Section 3, we discuss
the Banzhaf value for the games we define as well as algorithms for computing it. In Section 4, we present the greedy
algorithm based on the Banzhaf value, and in Section 5 we
evaluate it experimentally for the Chamberlin–Courant rule.
We discuss further research directions in Section 6.

2.

PRELIMINARIES

In this section we present necessary background regarding
elections and cooperative games. For a positive integer t, we
write [t] to denote the set {1, . . . , t}. For a logical expression
Λ, by [Λ] we mean 1 if Λ is true and 0 otherwise.

2.1

Multiwinner Elections

An election is a pair E = (C, V ), where C = {c1 , . . . , cm }
is the set of candidates and V = (v1 , . . . , vn ) is a collection
of voters. Each voter v is associated with a preference order v , i.e., with a ranking of the candidates from C (from
best to worst). A single-winner voting rule is a function
that, given an election, outputs a set of tied winners.3 In
multiwinner elections we are interested in choosing whole
committees of candidates of a given size k. A multiwinner
voting rule R is a function that, given an election E = (C, V )
and a positive integer k, k ≤ |C|, returns a family of size-k
committees that tie as winners. Before we discuss committee scoring rules, used for multiwinner elections, we discuss
single-winner scoring rules, on which they are based.
Single-Winner Scoring Rules. Let E be an election with m
candidates. For a candidate c and a voter v, we write posv (c)
to denote the position of c in v’s preference order. A singlewinner scoring function γm for m candidates, γm : [m] → R,
is a non-increasing function that associates each possible position in a vote with a score. For example, βm (i) = m − i
is the Borda scoring function; for each positive integer t,
αt (i) = [i ≤ t] is the t-Approval scoring function. Typically,
3
In practice, it is necessary to have some tie-breaking
scheme. We disregard this issue for convenience.

we consider families of scoring functions, e.g., γ = (γm )m∈N ,
with one function for each number of candidates. For such
a family γ, the γ-score
of candidate c in election E = (C, V )
P
is γ-scoreE (c) = v∈V γ|C| (posv (c)). For each scoring function γ, we have a single-winner scoring rule, denoted by Rγ ,
which is defined as the voting rule which outputs the candidates with the highest γ-score.
Committee Scoring Rules.
Elkind et al. [12] generalize
the idea of single-winner scoring functions to the committee setting. Consider an election E with m candidates
and a given committee size k. We define the position of
a committee S (i.e., of a size-k set of candidates) in some
vote v to be the increasing sequence resulting from sorting the set {posv (c) | c ∈ S}. We write [m]k to denote
the set of all length-k increasing sequences of numbers from
[m]. For two committee positions I = (i1 , . . . , ik ) and
J = (j1 , . . . , jk ), I, J ∈ [m]k , we say that I dominates J
if i1 ≤ j1 , . . . , ik ≤ jk .
A committee scoring function fm,k for m candidates and
committee size k, fm,k : [m]k → R, is a function that associates each committee position with a score in such a way
that if some committee position I dominates some committee position J, then it holds that fm,k (I) ≥ fm,k (J).
Definition 1 (Elkind et al. [12]). Let
f
=
(fm,k )k≤m be a family of committee scoring functions.
The committee scoring rule Rf is a multiwinner rule that,
given an election E = (C, V ) and a committee size k,
outputs those committees S that maximize the value:
X

f -scoreE (S) =
f|C|,k posv (S) .

members) and each voter increases the score of the committee by exactly the Borda score of his or her representative.
The committees with the highest scores tie as co-winners.
Elkind et al. [12] argue that this rule is useful where we
aim to find a diverse committee in which each voter is well
represented (but where each committee member can represent different numbers of voters). The Chamberlin–Courant
rule is computationally hard [19, 24] but there are good parameterized algorithms for it [5] as well as approximation
algorithms and heuristics [15, 28].
Our final example of a committee scoring rule is the αk PAV rule, which is a variant of the proportional approval voting (PAV) rule, adapted to the format of committee scoring
rules. It uses scoring functions of the following form:
k

X
αk -PAV
1/t · α (i ).
fm,k
(i1 , . . . , ik ) =
k t
t=1

Aziz et al. [1], Elkind et al. [11], Sánchez-Fernández et al. [26]
and Brill et al. [6] provide strong evidence that the αj -PAV
rule is a very good choice if the goal is to elect a committee
that represents voters proportionally. Winner determination for this rule is computationally hard, but there exists
an approximation algorithm [27] and parameterized algorithms [14].
Decomposable Committee Scoring Rules. Throughout this
paper we are mostly interested in decomposable committee
scoring rules [13]. A committee scoring rule is decomposable
if it can be defined through committee scoring functions of
the following form:

v∈V

(1)

To distinguish single-winner scoring functions and committee scoring functions, we use Greek letters to denote the
former and Latin letters to denote the latter.
Examples of Committee Scoring Rules.
It turns out that
the family of committee scoring rules is quite rich [13];
specifically, a number of well-known multiwinner voting
rules are, in fact, committee scoring rules. For example,
the k-Borda rule (which outputs committees of k candidates
with the highest Borda scores) is the committee scoring rule
defined via the following scoring function:
f k-Borda (i , . . . , i ) = β (i ) + · · · + β (i ).
m,k

1

k

m

1

m

k

The SNTV and the Bloc rules are defined analogously,
where, instead of the Borda scoring function, the former
uses 1-Approval (known as the Plurality scoring function)
while the latter uses the k-Approval scoring function. Committee scoring rules of this form are known as weakly separable. Identifying a winning committee under a weakly separable rule can be done in polynomial time (provided the
underlying single-winner scoring functions are polynomialtime computable), since one can compute the corresponding
score of each candidate independently from the others.
The Chamberlin–Courant rule (β-CC) is the committee
scoring rule defined by scoring functions of the following
form:
f β -CC (i , . . . , i ) = β (i ).
m,k

1

(k)

fm,k (i1 , . . . , ik ) = γm,k (i1 ) + · · · + γm,k (ik ),

k

m

1

Intuitively, under the Chamberlin–Courant rule, each voter
is assigned a representative (the committee member that he
or she ranks the highest, among all the selected committee

(t)

where γ = (γm,k )1≤t≤k≤m is a vector of single-winner scoring functions. All the committee scoring rules mentioned
above are decomposable committee scoring rules; indeed, the
subclass of decomposable committee scoring rules is quite a
profound subclass of all committee scoring rules [13].

2.2

Cooperative Games

A cooperative game G = (N, ν) consists of a set of players N = {1, . . . , n} and a characteristic function ν : 2N → R
such that ν(∅) = 0. Intuitively, for each coalition N 0 of players (N 0 ⊆ N ), ν(N 0 ) is the joint payoff that the players in N 0
receive for working together. We refer to subsets of players
as coalitions. Throughout this paper we consider monotone
games only, i.e., games where for each two coalitions N 0 and
N 00 such that N 0 ⊆ N 00 , it holds that ν(N 0 ) ≤ ν(N 00 ).
There are many solution concepts in cooperative game
theory that describe which coalitions may form and/or how
to distribute the coalitions’ payoffs among their members
(see, e.g., the overview of Chalkiadakis et al. [7] for a
computer science perspective on the theory of cooperative
games). Among the solution concepts, we focus on the
Banzhaf value [3, 10], as the basic notion which turns out
to be useful in our context.
Definition 2. Let G = (N, ν) be a cooperative game.
The Banzhaf value of player i ∈ N is defined as follows:
X

1
ν(S ∪ {i}) − ν(S) .
BG (i) = |N −{i}|
2
S⊆N −{i}

In other words, the Banzhaf value of player i is its
marginal contribution to a randomly selected coalition. Intuitively, we can view it as the player’s importance: the
higher the Banzhaf value, the more useful the player is for
a (random) coalition.

Banzhaf value. We let k be a committee size, ci be the candidate we are interested in, and W be a coalition of size
smaller than k (which does not include ci ):
X
BG (ci , k, W ) =
ν(S ∪ {ci }) − ν(S).
S⊆C:W ⊆S,|S|=k−1

3.

COMMITTEE SCORING RULES
AND BANZHAF VALUES

One of the contributions of this paper is in the following
connection between multiwinner elections (committee scoring rules in particular) and cooperative games (Banzhaf values in particular). Next, we define a class of cooperative
games associated with multiwinner elections and committee
scoring rules.
Definition 3. Let E = (C, V ) be an election with C =
(c1 , . . . , cm ) and let Rf be a committee scoring rule defined
through scoring functions f = (fm,k )k≤m . We define the
game G(E, Rf ) = (C, ν), associated with an election E and
an election rule R so that for each coalition S of candidates
(players) we have:
(
f -scoreE (S) , if S 6= ∅,
ν(S) =
0
, otherwise.
The above definition requires some explanations and comments. First, the most important aspect of this definition is
that the candidates are the players. The payoff of a coalition S is simply the score that this coalition—interpreted
as a committee—would obtain in the underlying election.
Thus, we use the terms committee and coalition interchangeably, depending on the context. Second, the characteristic
function encompasses the committee scoring functions for all
committee sizes between 1 and m. While it may seem somewhat strange at first, we view it as a natural approach (for
the cases where we want to focus on particular election sizes
only, we simply limit ourselves to coalitions of this size).

3.1

Computing Banzhaf Values

Let us consider the Banzhaf value of the game G associated with election E = (C, V ), where C = {c1 , . . . , cm } and
V = (v1 , . . . , vn ), and with the committee scoring rule Rf ,
where f = (fm,k )k≤m . Intuitively, the Banzhaf value of a
candidate measures the importance of this candidate in the
given election.
Our first goal is to show that, for decomposable committee scoring rules, computing the Banzhaf values of all candidates can be done in polynomial-time. Our polynomialtime algorithm builds on the following two observations: (1)
the Banzhaf value of a candidate can be computed for each
voter separately (this follows since committee scoring rules
treat each voter separately), and (2) the Banzhaf value of a
candidate with respect to a given voter depends only on the
position of this candidate (and on the positions of committee
members already fixed to be present; see below); this follows
since committee scoring rules depend only on the positions
of the committee members within each voter’s preference
order.
Before we formally describe our polynomial time algorithm, we need some definitions and observations. Later
we will need a variant of the Banzhaf value that considers
committees of a given size only, such that some committee
members are fixed, so we define the following variant of the

Note that:
BG (ci ) =

m
X

1
2m−1

BG (ci , k, ∅),

k=1

so it suffices to focus on computing the values B(ci , k, W ).
Next we show observation (1), which says that instead of
considering the whole election E, it suffices to focus on each
vote separately. We write G(vj ) to denote the game G where
the voter set is restricted to vj only. Specifically, for each
candidate ci it holds that:
BG (ci , k, W ) =

n
X

BG(vj ) (ci , k, W ).

j=1

Corresponding to observation (2), now we prove the following technical lemma.
Lemma 1. Let f = (fm,k )k≤m be a family of decomposable committee scoring rules (defined through polynomialtime computable single-winner scoring functions), let E =
(C, V ) be an election, let k be the committee size, and let
G = (Rf , E) be the game associated with Rf and E. Then,
for each voter v in V , each candidate c ∈ C, and each
set W such that W ⊆ C − {c} and |W | < k, the value
BG(v) (c, k, W ) can be computed in polynomial time.
(1)

(t)

Proof. We set m = |C|. Let γm,k , . . . , γm,k be the
polynomial-time computable single-winner scoring functions
such that:
(1)

(k)

fm,k (i1 , . . . , ik ) = γm,k (i1 ) + · · · + γm,k (ik ).
Let us rename the candidate set to C
=
{a1 , . . . , ax , c, b1 , . . . , by }, such that voter v has the
following preference order:
v : a1  · · ·  ax  c  b1  · · ·  by .
Then, we partition W into two sets, WA and WB , such that
v ranks all the candidates in WA before c and all the candidates in WB after c. Let ν be the characteristic function
associated with our game G(v). Our goal is to compute the
following quantity:
X
BG(v) (c, k, W ) =
ν(S ∪ {c}) − ν(S). (1)
S⊆C : W ⊆S,|S|=k−1

To this end, for each candidate d ∈ C − {c} and each
integer t ∈ [k], we write C(d, t) to denote the set of coalitions
S such that: (a) W ⊆ S; (b) |S| = k − 1; (c) d ∈ S; and (d)
voter v ranks d as his or her t’th most desirable member of
S. We define r(d) to be 0 if v ranks d ahead of c and define
it to be 1 otherwise. Further, we define:
∆(d) =

k
X

X


(t)
(t+r(d))
γm,k (posv (d)) − γm,k−1 (posv (d))

t=1 S∈C(d,t)

=

k
X
t=1


(t)
(t+r(d))
|C(d, t)| · γm,k (posv (d)) − γm,k−1 (posv (d)) .

Intuitively, ∆(d) is the contribution of candidate d to the
sum in Equation (1).
We define ∆(c) in a similar (but not identical) way. That
is, for each t ∈ [k], we let C(c, t) be the set of coalitions S
such that W ⊂ S, |S| = k − 1 and voter v ranks c as his or
her t’th-best among the candidates in S ∪ {c}. Further, we
set:
∆(c) =

k
X

X

(t)

γm,k (posv (c))

t=1 S∈C(c,t)

=

k
X

(t)

|C(c, t)| · γm,k (posv (c)).

t=1

As in the case of ∆(d), ∆(c) is the contribution of c to the
sum in Equation (1). We conclude the following:
X
BG(v) (c, k, W ) = ∆(c) +
∆(d).

Another consequence of the above remark is that for every
committee scoring rule Rf based on a family of committee
scoring functions with values bounded by functions exponential in the number of candidates, the problem of computing
BG(Rf ,E) (c) (for some election E and a candidate c) belongs to the complexity class P/poly (see, e.g., the book of
Hemaspaandra and Ogihara [17] for an extensive catalog of
complexity classes). Intuitively, the class P/poly contains
those problems for which, given an instance I and a value
h(|I|) (where |I| is the length of the encoding of I and h is
some, not necessarily computable, function whose output is
polynomially bounded in |I|) it is possible to solve the problem in polynomial time. In our case, the value of h(I) would
consist of the description of functions γ from the preceding
two paragraphs. The consequence is that, under standard
complexity-theoretic assumptions, the problem of computing BG(Rf ,E) (c) cannot be NP-hard (however this does not
apply to the more general problem from Lemma 1).

d∈C−{c}

To complete the proof, it suffices to note that, for each
candidate e ∈ C and each t ∈ [k], the value |C(e, t)| can be
computed in polynomial time. For example, for t > |WA |
we have the following:
!
!
posv (c) − 1 − |WA |
m − posv (c) − |WB |
|C(c, t)| =
·
.
t − 1 − |WA |
t − k − |WB |
The idea behind the formula above is as follows. For c to be
ranked on the t’th position among the candidates in S ∪ {c},
S has to contain exactly t − 1 candidates that v ranks ahead
of c. S has to contain all members of W so it contains the
|WA | members of W ranked ahead of t, and it suffices to
add the missing t − 1 − |WA | in an arbitrary way (altogether
there are posv (c) − 1 − |WA | candidates that do not belong
to W and that v ranks ahead of c). We calculate the number
of ways in which we can choose members of S that v ranks
after c analogously.
By our preceding reasoning, Lemma 1 immediately implies
the following.
Theorem 2. For each decomposable committee scoring
rule Rf defined through polynomial-time computable singlewinner scoring functions, there is a polynomial-time algorithm that computes the Banzhaf value for each candidate in
a given election.
We conclude this section with the following important
remark. Let Rf be some committee scoring rule and let
E = (C, V ) be an election. Notice that, for each candidate
c ∈ C and each voter v ∈ V , the Banzhaf value of c in the
game G(Rf , v) depends only on the position of c in v. This
means that we can define a single-winner scoring rule γ (for
|C| candidates) so that γ(i) is the Banzhaf value of the candidate ranked on the i’th position among the |C| candidates
in an election with a single vote. Then, the Banzhaf value
of candidate c in the game G(Rf , E) is simply the γ-score
of c in election E.
In particular, the above remark implies that forming a
committee by choosing k candidates in the order of their
decreasing Banzhaf values (with respect to some initial committee scoring rule) means simply using a weakly separable
committee scoring rule (albeit, based on a fairly complicated
single-winner scoring function).

4.

BANZHAF VALUES AND APPROXIMATION ALGORITHMS

In this section we show how to use the ideas concerning
Banzhaf values, as discussed above, in order to design good
heuristic algorithms for computing winning committees under decomposable committee scoring rules (indeed, winner
determination under such rules is typically NP-hard).
Lu and Boutilier [19] introduced a greedy algorithm for
computing committees of a given size with score close to the
optimal one (they did it for the β-CC rule, and later other
authors applied the algorithm to further rules, with Faliszewski et al. [13] providing the most general application).
Let E = (C, V ) be the input election, let k be the committee
size, and let Rf be the committee scoring rule to use (defined by committee scoring functions f = (fm,k )k≤m ). The
algorithm starts with an empty committee S and then executes k iterations. In the i’th iteration, it selects a candidate
c∈
/ S that maximizes the value f -scoreE (S ∪ {c}).
Faliszewski et al. [13] invoke the classic result of
Nemhauser et al. [23] to argue that this greedy algorithm
outputs a committee whose score is at least a (1 − 1/e)fraction of the optimal one, provided that the underlying
scoring rule is decomposable and based on single-winner
(t)
(t)
scoring functions γ = (γm,k )1≤t≤k≤m such that γm,k (i) ≥
(t+1)

γm,k (i) for each m ∈ N (m > 0), k ∈ [m], t ∈ [k − 1],
and i ∈ [m]. In particular, this applies both to β-CC and
αk -PAV.
Unfortunately, while this greedy algorithm has reasonably
good approximation guarantee and it usually performs quite
well in practice (in terms of its approximability [19, 28]), it
has one serious drawback. Namely, it selects committees
that are in some sense quite biased. For example, for β-CC,
the greedy algorithm always starts by selecting the Borda
winner, whereas for αk -PAV it always starts by selecting a
candidate with the highest k-Approval score.
We propose to rectify this issue by using a “non-myopic”
variant of the algorithm. The only difference is that instead
of selecting in the i’th iteration a candidate that maximizes
the marginal increase of the given (partial) committee, we
select a candidate with the highest Banzhaf value; specifically, in the i’th iteration, we compute Banzhaf values focusing on committees of size k, but under the assumption that
the i − 1 committee members from the previous iterations

Notation: f = (fm,k )k≤m ← committee scoring
functions.
E = (C, V ) ← input election.
k ← committee size.
G ← G(Rf , E)
S←∅
A←C
for i ← 1 to K do
c ← argmaxa∈A BG (a, k, S)
S ← S ∪ {c}
A ← S \ {c}
return S
Algorithm 1: Banzhaf-based approximation algorithm.

are already belong to the coalition. The exact pseudocode
is given as Algorithm 1.
As hinted above, and formally stated below, for many
decomposable committee scoring rules (including all rules
described in this paper), Algorithm 1 runs in polynomial
time.
Theorem 3. For a decomposable committee scoring rule
Rf defined by a family of polynomial-time computable single(t)
winner scoring functions γ = (γm,k )1≤t≤k≤m , Algorithm 1
is polynomial-time computable.
Proof. Follows by Lemma 1 and a simple analysis of the
algorithm.

5.

EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS

In this section we report on experiments we performed in
order to assess the approximation quality of Algorithm 1.
We tested our Banzhaf-based approximation algorithms for
β-CC (we intend to extend the experiments to other rules;
the current manuscript is a preliminary presentation of our
ideas). We performed two experiments; in the first we investigated biases of the algorithm, whereas in the second one
we compared the quality of the generated committees.
Histograms. In the first experiment, building on the work
of Elkind et al. [11], we computed histograms which visually
demonstrate the behavior of our Banzhaf-based approximation algorithm, and compared it to the greedy algorithm of
Lu and Boutilier [19] (we note that the histogram for this
algorithm was already presented in the full version of the
paper of Elkind et al. [11]).
Specifically, we generated elections from the twodimensional Euclidean domain, where both the candidates
and the voters are drawn uniformly at random from a uniform square (each candidate and each voter is a point; a
voter ranks the candidates by sorting them in increasing
order of the Euclidean distances). We generated 100 candidates and 100 voters for each election, and computed winning committees with 10 committee members each. We generated one histogram for the actual β-CC rule (using an ILP
solver to find the optimal solutions), another histogram for
the greedy approximation algorithm of Lu and Boutilier [19],
and another histogram for our Banzhaf-based approximation algorithm. Each histogram was created by aggregating
10000 elections.

(a) greedy

(b) Banzhaf

(c) optimal

Figure 1: Comparison of the histograms for βCC using the greedy algorithm (on the left), the
Banzhaf-based one (in the center), and the optimal
ILP-based one (on the right). The histograms were
computed for 10000 elections, with 100 candidates
and 100 voters each, for committee size k = 10.
Figure 1 shows the results of the first experiment. It is
quite visible that, while the greedy algorithm of Lu and
Boutilier [19] has a bias towards the center of the histogram
(as explained above), the Banzhaf-based algorithm does not
suffer from this problem. Further, the histogram of the
Banzhaf-based algorithm looks very similarly to the histogram showing the optimal ILP-based algorithm for β-CC
(the rangingCC algorithm, described below, also gets a histogram very similar to that for β-CC [11]).
Positions of the Representatives.
In the second experiment, we checked the average position (in voters’ preference
orders) of the representatives chosen by various approximation rules. This is a more direct way of assessing the approximation quality of the algorithms, since β-CC minimizes this
value. Indeed, β-CC maximizes the sum of the Borda scores
of the representatives; we believe, however, that it is more
useful to consider this “reversed” measure. There are two
reason for this. First, measuring the direct approximation
ratio suggests that all the algorithms have near-perfect performance (e.g., we have to choose between 0.98 and 0.99
approximation ratios; this is clearly possible but inconvenient). Second, the average position of the representative is
a very intuitive measure from the point of view of the voters:
A voter can more easily interpret information that “on the
average he or she will be represented by someone he or she
ranks as third best” than that “he or she will be represented
by someone he or she prefers to 97 candidates, on average”
(in particular, the former does not require the voter to know
how many candidates there were in the election).
We considered two distributions of voters’ preference orders. The first distribution is the one used in the first experiment (we generated candidates and voters as points on
a square, uniformly at random, and the preference order of
each voter is formed by sorting the candidates with respect
to the distance from the voter). The second one followed
the impartial culture assumption (each voter chose his or
her preference order uniformly at random). For the first
distribution we created 1000 elections, each with 100 voters
and 100 candidates, and we varied the committee size k to
be any integer between 2 and 30; we checked the average
position of each voter’s representative for β-CC (computed
using an ILP solver), rangingCC,4 the greedy approximation
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RangingCC is a variant of Algorithm P [28], improved by
Elkind et al. [11]. The algorithm proceeds as follows: Given
an election E = (C, V ) and a committee size k, it considers

algorithm, and our Banzhaf-based approximation algorithm.
For the second distribution we generated only 250 elections
for each committee size between 2 and 30 (with step 2), but
otherwise the experiment was analogous (the reason for this
restriction was that we ran out of time for our computations;
we plan to have 1000 elections per data point for the final
version of this paper).
Figure 2 shows the results of the second experiment. The
results are normalized to β-CC, i.e., the figure shows the
ratio between the average position of a representative under
a given algorithm and the optimal average position (thus,
the values are always greater or equal to 1). While rangingCC performs very well for small committee sizes, both
the greedy algorithm and our Banzhaf-based approximation
algorithm perform much better as the committee size increases. Further, our Banzhaf-based approximation algorithm consistently outperforms the greedy algorithm.

(a) 2D model: uniform distribution on a square

Running Times.
In the analysis above we have disregarded the running times of our algorithms. Indeed, both
rangingCC and greedyCC can be significantly faster than
the Banzhaf-based algorithm (by an order of magnitude in
our experiments)5 . Thus, one might say that the Banzhafbased heuristic has unfair advantage over the greedy algorithm and, in particular, one might consider a greedy algorithm that picks two candidates in each iteration instead
of one. Our very preliminary experiments suggest that this
does not improve the performance of the algorithm, but—
in our setting—increases the running time by two orders of
magnitude as compared to the classic greedy algorithm (resulting in, altogether, a 10 times slower algorithm than the
Banzhaf-based one, with worse quality of results).

6.

OUTLOOK

We considered multiwinner elections (held using committee scoring rules) as cooperative games and, building on
this idea, were able to design improved approximation algorithms for winner determination for a rich class of multiwinner voting rules. We provided some preliminary experiments
to assess the quality of our algorithms. While the experiments showed that in some cases the quality of approximation of these new approximation algorithms is quite good,
more experiments are needed to fully understand when these
algorithms are most useful. Specifically, one might consider
further election distributions as well as real-world elections.
In this paper we concentrated on the Banzhaf value, as
a fundamental solution concept in cooperative game theory.
It might be interesting to consider other solution concepts,
each threshold value t ∈ [m]; for a given threshold value t,
it greedily finds a committee such that as many voters as
possible rank some committee member among the top t positions (i.e., for a given value t, it first adds to the committee
the candidate ranked among the top t positions by most voters, removes these voters from consideration, and repeats the
process until k candidates are selected). Then, for each computed committee (one computed committee for each value
of t ∈ [m]) it computes its β-CC score; then, it outputs
the committee with the highest score. This algorithm is the
basis of a PTAS for β-CC and has the highest theoreticallyestablished approximation guarantee for this rule.
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However, we should mention that we used a highlyoptimized variant of our algorithm. In particular, our algorithm never recomputed already-used values of binomial
coefficients and used formulas from Lemma 1 optimized for
β-CC, to not compute values that have to add up to zero.

(b) Impartial culture
Figure 2: Comparison of the average representative position for β-CC for two distributions: uniform
square Euclidean domain (on the top) and impartial
culture (on the bottom); for three algorithms: rangingCC, greedyCC, and BanzhafCC (our Banzhafbased algorithm). The values are computed for elections, with 100 candidates and 100 voters each (1000
elections per data point). For each committee size
we present the ratio between the average position of
a voter’s representative under the given algorithm
and under β-CC (computed using an ILP solver).

such as the Shapley value; guiding greedy algorithms by
solution concepts other than the Banzhaf value might lead to
efficient algorithms with a better quality of approximation.
Finally, in this paper we concentrated on committee scoring rules, especially decomposable committee scoring rules.
While the subclass of decomposable committee scoring rules
is quite rich, it is natural to wonder whether the ideas presented here can be useful for other multiwinner voting rules.
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